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SENCOR
EVERY TIME, EVERY DAY
FOOD PREPARATION
For most of us eating is our favourite part of the day.
Today, cooking is a real hobby and passion for many of
us and we have previously unimaginable possibilities.
SENCOR is the market leader in household kitchen
appliances. SENCOR brings new technologies and also
takes great care in design and easy and economical
solutions.
In order to enjoy cooking and to apply our
culinary art, SENCOR offers easy-to-use
appliances that meet the most demanding criteria
of state-of-the-art kitchens. Stylish products for
the joy of food preparation, but also for the gentle
treatment of our dishes to preserve the best and
healthiest of the used ingredients.
Even the preparation of food itself can be fun and
thanks to properly selected appliances saving
time by simplifying everything. Working in the
kitchen will become fun as now some activities
such as laborious dough mixing, whipping, juicing
and slicing or crushing will be done for us by
these modern appliances. We will have enough
time and strength to become great chefs at our
home.
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SENCOR FROM
BREAKFAST TO DINNER

A perfect breakfast?

Start you day with fresh smoothie made from seasonal
vegetables and fruit that you like by using a SENCOR blender,
smoothie maker or stand mixer. If you like some change try
oatmeal or porridge made by the modern SENCOR table mixers
and you will have enough time to enjoy breakfast even
on a busy day. For a late morning snack, such as a stuffed
toast, use a SENCOR slicer and also garnish your bread with
some vegetables.

WHY CHOOSE
SENCOR
These are just some of the
examples and ideas of how
SENCOR kitchen appliances
can make your life easier, tastier
and more fun. Check out the
remaining 96 pages to find
many great products, as well as
SENCOR hints, tips and recipes.

Quick and easy weekday lunch
With SENCOR you can prepare all the ingredients for any
of your meals easily with fun and safe time and energy.
Don´t be afraid to make your lunch fresh, there is no
need to buy pre-made food. SENCOR meat grinders will
make a burger in a second, all the ingredients will be in
exact proportions from a programmed SENCOR scale in
a moment and anything you need mixed will be done
in a minute with a SENCOR multifunctional mixer.

Dinner for one or more
All the boring and laboring work in the kitchen will be fun with
SENCOR appliances. Dining is the perfect occasion for more
elaborate cooking and baking. And it‘s perfect time for SENCOR
food processors and kitchen robots. Prepare fresh pasta,
extra fine dough for fresh bread, perfect slices of potatoes and
vegetables in moussaka and extra whipped whites into pies. All
of that in short time with no effort.

Elaborate weekend and
holiday feasts
Weekends and holidays are perfect
occasions for more elaborate
cooking and baking. This is a perfect
time for SENCOR Stand Mixers,
which are designed to turn the
preparation of doughs and creams
into real fun. Many are also equipped
to handle mincing meat, vegetable
grating or preparation of sausages
and other advanced tasks. You can
also have great fun with induction
cookers or grills in your garden or
backyard and take them with you to
your holiday home.
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INNOVATION
SENCOR loves innovation! New materials and continuous
improvements are crucial to us in every step of our production and
development. Our experts engineer products in every detail to meet
the highest European standards.

MARKET LEADER
As a market leader in household appliances, SENCOR follows
the latest technological trends. SENCOR applies the newest
innovations, ensures high quality, utilizes only safe materials and
delivers inspirational design at an affordable price to millions of
households around the world.

TECHNOLOGIES &
MATERIALS
Appliances are developed and
manufactured with advanced
technologies and safe
ecological materials.
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TITANIUM COATING
For processing fresh food
SENCOR often uses titan coating
to preserve vitamins, nutrients,
and enzymes while prevention
of possible oxidation and germs
multiplication.

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS
For a growing number of people cooking has become a hobby, entertainment
and an opportunity to enjoy time with loved ones. SENCOR loves to be part
of this phenomenon and is developing a complete range of appliances.

EXTRA LONG WARRANTY
SENCOR appliances meet high European quality standards for
workmanship and durability and are carefully tested. For this
reason, SENCOR can guarantee extended warranty periods.

STAINLESS STEEL
We use only the highest
quality stainless steel in most
of our appliances

BPA FREE

TRITAN

Plastic parts in all SENCOR
products are safe for your
health and the environment,
as well as always BPA free.

Tritan, originally developed
for rockets, is used for jugs,
bottles and other jars as it is
safe and very durable.
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STAND
MIXERS
Are you a passionate baker, cake maker or sweets maker?
Are you looking for a universal companion for your
weekend projects? Or perhaps you need help with your
occasional experiments in the kitchen? SENCOR has just
the right mixer for you.
Turn the long and hard process of preparing doughs,
creams and icings into an enjoyable and fun date. Just you
and your food mixer. These modern SENCOR companions,
equipped with a planetary system of mixing, can handle
fluffy foams & creams, while the efficient motors can
handle all types of dough. The supplied extensions and
available accessories make it easy to make home-made
pasta, cookies, salads or meta specialties and home-made
sausages. Discover the wide range of mixers and choose
one that not only matches your needs, but also matches
your style and the colours of your kitchen.
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STAND MIXERS

LET THE

MACHINES

DO THE HARD WORK
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
STAND MIXERS

Meet the top class of the industry. Whatever they touch turns into a masterpiece. Thanks to their
beaters the dough is always light, creams are smooth and whipped whites as feathery as snow. All
ingredients get perfectly processed with no mistakes made. That is how SENCOR multi-purpose
stand mixers work.

Standing in for a standard kitchen robot, they knead, whisk, and mix.
But they can also grind meat and fill home-made sausages or white
puddings. They also make cookies; preparing the pastry first and
shaping it into four different sweet-smelling delicacies afterwards. There
is blending too – for baby mash and puree, nutritious drinks for athletes,
or shaved-ice for the sweet-toothed.

WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
MULTFUNCTIONAL
STAND MIXER

Their beaters have to be adored too. For example the balloon beater
copes with up to 12 eggs at once, making a snow-soft whipped
whites for you. Kneading hook is eager to process any heavy dough,
no matter if to be used for pizza or bread, and the other two special
beaters manage light doughs without any difficulty. But no matter how
good the beaters are, they would be useless without the energy of the
powerful motor and correct rhythm and direction given by the head.
And which is the right one? Planetary, of course! Beaters or hooks rotate
simultaneously around their own axis as well as around the bowel. This
is the only way to perfectly mix all the ingredients inside.

• Extremely powerful motor with
6-year warranty
• Robust full-metal body
• LED lighting of the blending bowl
• Wide range of accessories to
provide further functions (meat
grinder, sausage filler, pastry
shaper)
• Optimised rotation and
economical performance
• Stainless steel hooks

There is just a single task the robot cannot carry out: speaking. But who
knows, maybe some day…
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Multifunctional Stand Mixer

STM 7900

This food processor with it’s extremely powerful 1,500W motor
and robust full-metal body makes food preparation fast and easy.
The SENCOR Smart Power & Energy feature delivers optimal speed,
while the pulse function gives sufficient power whenever required. Its
extra large 4-litre stainless steel bowl with handle and measuring scale
is sufficient enough to take a large quantity of dough or any other such
content. The food processor also offers a 1.5-litre glass blender, cookie
maker, sausage stuffer, slicer and grater, meat grinder and 3 attachments
for kneading, beating and light doughs. For your convenience the
blending bowl is equipped with an LED light and splash guard.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely powerful 1,500W motor with 6-year warranty
Robust full-metal body with metal gears
3-hub design
SENCOR Smart Power & Energy for optimal speed and pulse function
Bowl for 4 l of sponge batter or 18 egg whites, with handle
and measuring scale
1.5-litre glass blender
Meat grinder for coarse and fine grinding
3 attachments for kneading, beating and light doughs
Special FLEXI kneading beater suitable for fine doughs
LED blending bowl light
Sausage stuffer in 2 diameters
and a cookie maker
Splash guard

ACCESSORIES

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Paul

Compact, robust,
multi-function

All types of doughs, cookies, meat
grinding and sausage making, blending.

Daily home
cooking and
baking

Demanding home cooks,
looking for high funcitonality
and premium design
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STAND MIXERS

Full-metal Stand Mixer

STM 7877CH
STM 7870GG
STM 7873VT
STM 7876GD

STM 7871GR
STM 7874RD
STM 7877CH

SHB 5602BL
STM 7875RS
STM 7878BK

This multifunctional stand mixer is simply
perfect for preparing all types of dishes that
need mixing, whipping, grinding or kneading.
It has a 3-hub design, powerful motor and
variable speed control with a smooth start and
8 speed levels. Its two stainless steel bowls
(4,5 l and 3 l) hold up to 3,2 l of sponge batter
or 12 whites. It will definitely save you a lot of
time and hard work.
SENCOR enables processing 100% of the bowl‘s
contents, guarantees perfect blending of ingredients.
Transparent bowl lid with feed tube is here for easy
addition of ingredients while blending. And what is
also great, there won‘t be any mass around kitchen
desk. Attached is practical plastic storage lid for the
bowl, 1.5-litre Tritan jar and meat grinder for coarse
and fine grinding.

LED DISPLAY WITH INDICATION
OF TIME AND COUNTDOWN
TIME

SPECIAL FLEXI
KNEADING BEATER SUITABLE
FOR FINE DOUGH

ACCESSORIES

STAINLESS STEEL
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Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Kitchen
Master

Compact, robust,
multi-function

All types of doughs, cookies, meat
grinding and sausage making, blending.

Daily home
cooking and
baking

Demanding home cooks,
looking for high funcitonality
and premium design

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

SAUSAGE STUFFER

COOKIE MAKER

1.5 LITRE BLENDER

MEAT GRINDER

FEATURES
• Extremely powerful 1 000 W motor with 6-year
warranty
• Robust full metal body and metal gears
• Variable 8-level speed control, smooth start, pulse
• Unique LED light illuminating the bowl
• 3-litre stainless-steel bowl holds up to 8 beaten
egg whites
• Special FLEXI kneading blade for fine dough,
A-shaped beater, balloon beating whisk
• Meat grinder and cookie maker
• Sausage stuffer in 2 diameters
• 1,5-litre Tritan jar
• All accessories detachable for easy washing
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STAND MIXERS

Full-metal Stand Mixer

STM 6378BK
STM 6377CH

STM 6378BK

The STM 6377BK food processor with
its extremely powerful 1,000W motor
includes a 6-year warranty.
Its 3-hub design,
robust full-metal
body with metal
gears and SENCOR
Smart Power &
Energy technology
for optimal speed,
ensure a long-life
and comfortable use.
Speed is adjustable to
8 different levels with
a gradual smooth start
function. Its 4.5-litre
stainless steel bowl
is equipped with a
measuring scale, LED light and transparent lid
with feeder tube, which makes adding ingredients
whilst blending very easy.
A planetary kneading, blending and whipping
system ensures that all the contents in the bowl
are completely blended. The bayonet mounting
system enables fast assembly and simple
exchange of the attachments. Three attachments
take care of kneading, beating and light doughs,
while five exchangeable attachments ensure
undulated - ridge - slicing, thin slicing, coarse
shredding/ grating, fine shredding/ grating and
hard cheese and nuts grating. The food processor
also features a sausage stuffer in 2 diameters and
a cookie maker.

FEATURES
• Extremely powerful 1,000W motor with 6-year
warranty
• Robust full-metal body with metal gears
• 3-hub design
• SENCOR Smart Power & Energy – for optimal speed
• LED blending bowl light
• 4.5-litre stainless steel bowl with measuring scale
• Planetary kneading, blending, and whipping system
• 5 attachments for undulated - ridge - slicing, thin
slicing, coarse shredding/ grating, fine shredding/
grating and hard cheese and nuts grating
• Sausage stuffer in 2 diameters
and cookie maker

ACCESSORIES
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Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Kitchen
Champion

Compact, robust,
multi-functional

All types of doughs, cookies, meat grinding
and sausage making, blending

Daily home
cooking and
baking

Demanding home cooks,
looking for high functionality
and premium design

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
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STAND MIXERS

Robust Full-metal Stand Mixer

STM 6352BL KITCHEN CHAMPION
STM 6350WH
STM 6355VT

STM 6351GR
STM 6356YL

STM 6352BL
STM 6357GG

STM 6353OR
STM 6358RS

STM 6354RD
STM 6359BK

SENCOR Kitchen Champion provides everything required
to excel at preparing even the most demanding dishes
thanks to its full metal construction, metal gears, and
a powerful durable 1 000 W motor covered by a 6-year
warranty.
Just like other SENCOR stand mixers equipped with the
universal system, the Kitchen Champion will completely
blend, process and mix all of the ingredients in its main
4.5-litre, stainless-steel bowl – with a practical large
handle.
It even includes a meat grinder, sausage stuffer,
cookie maker and blender with a 1.5-litre glass
jug. There are even some really cool features like
LED lights that illuminate the inside of the bowl..

ACCESSORIES
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LED BLENDING
BOWL LIGHT

MEAT GRINDER

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Kitchen
Champion

Compact, robust,
multi-functional

All types of doughs, cookies, meat grinding
and sausage making, blending

Daily home
cooking and
baking

Demanding home cooks,
looking for high functionality
and premium design

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

BLENDER WITH
A 1.5-LITRE GLASS JUG

MEAT GRINDER

KNEADING BLADE

A-SHAPED BEATER

FEATURES
• Extremely powerful 1 000 W motor with a 6-year
warranty
• Robust full-metal body and metal gears
• Variable 8-level speed control, smooth start,
pulse
• LED light illuminating the bowl
• Universal kneading, whipping and blending
system
• 4.5 litre stainless-steel bowl holds up to
12 beaten egg whites and 3,2l of sponge batter
• Kneading blade, A-shaped beater, balloon whisk
• Meat grinder, sausage stuffer and cookie maker
• 1.5-litre glass blending jug
• All accessories detachable for easy washing
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STAND MIXERS

Multifunctional Stand Mixer

STM 4467CH KITCHEN DELUXE
STM 4460GG

STM 4467CH

Start your morning with a super-healthy fruit smoothie, blend
your protein cocktail in a sports bottle to restore yourself to full
strength after your workout routine, and easily make a healthy
salad dinner for your entire family.
And on weekends you can prepare perfect doughs for cakes or glutenfree homemade bread. These are just some of the things the SENCOR
Kitchen DeLuxe can handle thanks to its powerful motor and four hubs.

FEATURES
• Powerful 1 000 W motor with 4 hubs
• Universal kneading, whipping and blending system
• 4.5-litre stainless-steel bowl holds up to 2,6 l of sponge
batter or 12 egg whites
• 1.25-litre food processor and grater
• Kneading blade, A-shaped beater, balloon whisk
• Meat grinder and sausage stuffer
• 1.25-litre blender with titanium coated blades
• Two Tritan smoothie sports bottles with ice sticks
• Variable speed control, pulse and 8 speed levels
• All accessories detachable for easy washing

ACCESSORIES
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Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

Kitchen DeLuxe

Universal with
maximum versatility

All types of doughs, meat grinding and sausage Daily home
making, salad making, blending and smoothie cooking and
making
baking

User group
Cooking enthusiasts looking
for true all-round versatility

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Multifunctional Stand Mixer

STM 3780GG
STM 3780GG

STM 3787CH

STM 3789SL

This multifunctional stand mixer features an
extremely powerful 1,200W motor to provide
you with the perfect results. Its large 5-Litre
stainless steel bowl can take all types of dough,
while the 6 speed settings, pulse feature and
NutriSmart programs handle any task.
Unique LED lighting makes checking the dough consistency
much easier. The mixer also features the first-in-class
comfortable 0.6 l smoothie drinking cup.

FEATURES
• Multifunctional stand mixer all in one
• Extremely powerful 1,200W motor for perfect results
• Extra-large 5-litre stainless steel bowl for 2,7 l of sponge
batter or 12 egg whites
• 6 speed setting & PULSE & 2 NutriSmart programs
for all tasks
• Unique LED lighting for easy control of dough
consistency
• First-in-class comfortable 0.6 l
smoothie drinking cup

GRINDER INPUT

ACCESSORIES

TILT OFF LID FOR
MORE CONVENIENCE

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Prime 4

Basic for occasional
baking

Light doughs - cakes and sponge cakes, etc.

About once a
month

Value/price-oriented
customers
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STAND MIXERS

Stand mixer

STM 3760WH
STM 3760WH

STM 3761BK

The very powerful 1,000W motor delivers perfect
results, whilst the large 4.5-litre stainless steel bowl
is ready to take care of both heavy and light doughs.
Its 6-speed setting, pulse feature and NutriSmart
programs will handle all food preparation tasks.
Unique LED lighting and magnetic lids ensure
uncompromised convenience. This mixer uses four advanced
attachments for kneading, whisking and beating. To provide
long-life quality, the blades have a titan coating.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patented LED mixing bowl light
First in class with NutriSmart accessories
Unique Flexi beater + Flexi whisker
Powerful 1,000W Motor for perfect results
Large 4.5-litre stainless steel bowl holds up to 2,7 l of sponge
batter or 9 egg whites
6 speed setting & PULSE & 2 NutriSmart programs for all tasks
4 advanced attachments for kneading, whisking and beating
Unique magnetic lids for more convenience
1.5-litre glass jar, titan coated blades
Meat grinder with sausage stuffer attachments

GRINDER INPUT

ACCESSORIES
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TILT OFF LID FOR
MORE CONVENIENCE

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Prime 2

Basic for occasional
baking and cooking

Occasional kitchen jobs - doughs, pasta, meat
grinding and vegetable grating,
spice grinding

Several times
a month

Those looking for price/
performance ratio

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Stand Mixer

STM 3756YL
STM 3750WH
STM 3753OR
STM 3756YL

STM 3751GR
STM 3754RD
STM 3757TQ

STM 3752BL
STM 3755VT
STM 3758RS

Brighten up your kitchen with a mixer that can provide such
easy blending, kneading, mixing, chopping and whipping
you will want to use it every day. It comes with first-in-class
NutriBlender accessories and a practical drinking bottle.
This energy efficient mixer suits every kitchen.
.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robust and powerful 1 000 W motor
GLASS JUG
2 NutriSmart programmes
Special FLEXI beater and FLEXI whisker
Unique LED light illuminating the bowl
Robust, metallic control parts
4-litre stainless-steel bowl holds up to 2,4 l of sponge batter or 8 egg whites
4 attachments for kneading, beating and light dough
All accessories detachable for easy washing

TRITAN
SPORT BOTTLE

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Stand mixer

Basic for occasional
baking

Light doughs - cakes and sponge cakes, etc.

About once a
month

Value/price-oriented
customers

Stand Mixer

STM 3700WH
GOURMET UNIVERSAL

FEATURES
• 1 000 W motor with universal gearbox for perfect mixing
of ingredients
• Set of 18 accessories including meat grinder, grater, pasta
maker, sausage stuffer, spice grinder and blending jug
• Precise speed control with pulse function
• Kneading blade, A-shaped beater and balloon whisk
• All accessories and 5.5-litre stainless-steel bowl
(big enough for 2,7 l of sponge batter or 12 egg whites)
are detachable for easy cleaning
• Triple protection: safety top lock, anti-slip feet and
thermal fuse
Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Gourment
universal

Basic for occasional
baking and cooking

Occasional kitchen jobs - doughs, pasta, meat
grinding and vegetable grating,
spice grinding

Several times
a month

Those looking for price/
performance ratio
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STAND MIXERS

MIX, WHIP AND
KNEAD EASILY
STAND MIXERS

You could hardly hope for a better kitchen helper than a stand mixer! The top
modern mixers not only whip, knead and mix at several speeds and in different
directions, they also cut, grate, shape, and even make homemade pasta. One
SENCOR stand mixer does the work of ten different appliances. Can you just
imagine the space you will save in your kitchen?
All the beaters and other attachments would be useless if the
SENCOR stand mixer were not equipped with a sufficiently powerful
and efficient motor that maintains the pre-set pace even with
a maximum load. This is no piece of cake considering that bread
dough can weigh more than two kilograms. Moreover, SENCOR is so
sure about the quality of the motor that we provide customers with
a 6-year warranty.
The unbeatable advantages of SENCOR stand mixers also include
a robust full-metal body, durable metal gears and eight speed levels,
perfect for both whipping a smooth and fluffy mousse and mixing
heavy dough. Do you desire maximum performance in minimum
time? Just press the pulsing button and the mixer starts working in
a second. Naturally, a wide range of accessories is also provided. So
what do you think? How about making a cake?
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
STAND MIXER

• Powerful motor with a 6-year
warranty
• Durable, metal gears
• Full-metal body
• Optimised rotation and
economical performance
• Up to 8 speed levels
• Wide range of accessories to
provide additional functions

STAND MIXERS

Stand Mixer

STM 3730SL

Compact and yet powerful – this SENCOR food mixer has
everything you need to prepare perfect homemade bread,
cakes or pastries, yet it fits in even small kitchen cabinets.

FEATURES
• Powerful 1 000 W motor, SENCOR Smart
Power & Energy system
• Universal kneading, whipping and blending
system
• 4-litre stainless-steel bowl holds up to 2,4 l
of sponge batter or 8 egg whites
• Unique LED light illuminating the bowl
• Kneading blade, A-shaped beater and
two FLEXI attachments
• FLEXI kneading beater for soft
doughs and FLEXI whisk
• Can process 1.6 kg of soft dough
• 6 speed levels
• All accessories detachable for easy
washing

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Stand mixer

Basic for occasional
baking

Light doughs - cakes and sponge cakes, etc.

Several times
a month

Value/price-oriented
customers

Stand Mixer

STM 3620WH
MASTER GOURMET

FEATURES
• Powerful 600 W motor, 6 speeds + pulse
• Universal kneading, whipping and blending
system
• 4-litre stainless-steel bowl holds up to
2,2 l of sponge batter or 8 egg whites
• Kneading blade, A-shaped beater and balloon
whisk
• Can process 1,6 kg of soft dough
• Pouring shield and collar for gearbox protection
• All accessories detachable for easy washing

Name

Category

Ideal for

Use frequency

User group

Master
Gourmet

Basic for occasional
baking

Light doughs - cakes and sponge cakes, etc.

About once a
month

Value/price-oriented
customers
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FOOD
PREPARATION
No matter how big the job, SENCOR’s full line of food
preparation appliances helps you deliver great results. From
the first cut or blend to the last mix or shake, you can rely
on SENCOR’s support and feel confident in starting any
challenging culinary project on your own.
We create our products in order to save you time and effort,
while allowing you to enjoy work in the kitchen by making
it easier, faster and more fun. We offer a wide range of
products designed for different types of kitchens from small
kitchenettes to full-size kitchens in large houses in modern
designs and colours.
We care a lot about a healthy lifestyle and therefore use only
top quality materials that preserve the nutrients and vitamins
inside all ingredients you prepare with SENCOR products.
The latest technological improvements are also important to
us since they allow us to guarantee a long warranty period.
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FOOD PREPARATION

BLEND

EVERYDAY, ANYTIME,

ANYWHERE

STICK BLENDERS
It’s hard to imagine preparing a meal without the help of stick
blenders. They are practical, fast and compact. Moreover, the
best are also variable and multifunctional enough to do the
jobs of several kitchen appliances.
The high-quality blades of SENCOR stick blenders are made of
stainless-steel with a titanium coating. Being so firm, the blades can
process anything you give them – not only fruit or meat, but also
parmesan, and even nuts. Thanks to various attachments, it can cut,
whip, slice, and blend. The whisk has a stainless-steel attachment
that can easily handle even hot meals such as soups.
SENCOR stick blender owners benefit from its strong, but extra quiet
motor covered by a 6-year warranty. Other attractive features include
continuous control of 20 speeds and the ergonomic shape of the
handle that perfectly fits your hand.
Big families will especially appreciate the large-sized containers in
which everything can be easily processed.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
STICK BLENDER
• Powerful and quiet motor with
a 6-year warranty
• High-quality stainless-steel
blades with titanium coating
• Easy use and speed control
• Large-sized containers made of
high-quality materials
• Ergonomic handle
• Stylish design

STICK BLENDERS

9 in 1 Stick Blender

SHB 5501CH

With a super-powerful 1 200 W motor covered by a 6-year warranty and
continuous 20-speed control, this top of the line SENCOR hand blender
has power to spare and thanks to its four titanium-coated blades, it can
even compete with stand blenders with regards to performance and the
smoothness of its soups, creams and sauces.
To make full use of the available extra power, it includes a large 800 ml beaker with
a lid, as well as two choppers (500 ml and 1 250 ml), which can also be used as
excellent vegetable grinders. Finally, the stainless-steel double whisk is perfect for
whipping cream, egg whites or mashed potatoes. Both the double whisk and the
main blending attachment are stainless-steel and can be used with hot foods.

FEATURES
• 1 200 W super-powerful motor with
a 6-year warranty
• Titanium quad blade technology for smooth
soups, sauces and creams
• Continuous speed control (20 speeds)
and LED-lit power switch
• 800 ml beaker with lid
• 500 ml chopper + 1 250 ml chopper / vegetable grinder
• Stainless-steel double whisk
• Attachment release buttons, hanging hook

STAINLESS-STEEL
DOUBLE WHISK

ACCESSORIES
500 ML CHOPPER WITH
STAINLESS-STEEL
BLADE AND LID

800 ML
BEAKER WITH LID
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FOOD PREPARATION

4 in 1 Stick Blender

ACCESSORIES

SHB 5601GR
SHB 5600GG
SHB 5603VT
SHB 5606GD

SHB 5601GR
SHB 5604RD
SHB 5607CH

SHB 5602BL
SHB 5605RS
SHB 5608BK

With SENCOR there is no need to
compromise. You can have maximum power,
durability and quiet operation in your choice
of nine cool colours at the same time.
The titanium-coated quad-blade assembly powered
by a 1 200 W extra quiet DC motor is perfect for
even the most demanding home cooks, and the
stainless-steel blending attachment means there
will be no problems with hot foods.
The ergonomic handle offers perfect continuous
speed control (with 20 speeds) which means you
can achieve the smoothness you desire in your
smoothies, creams, baby food, sauces or pesto.

800 ML BEAKER WITH LID

STAINLESS-STEEL
DOUBLE WHISK

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
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1 200 W super-powerful and quiet DC motor with a 6-year warranty
Titanium, quad-blade technology for smooth soups, sauces and creams
Continuous speed control (20 speeds)
Attachment release buttons, hanging hook

500 ML CHOPPER

STICK BLENDERS

Stick Blender

SHB 4460WH
SHB 4460WH
SHB 4464RD
SHB 4467TQ

SHB 4462BL
SHB 4465VT
SHB 4468RS

SHB 4463OR
SHB 4466YL
SHB 4461GR

A choice of nine vibrant colours, style and practicality – these words come to
mind with respect to this powerful hand-held blender. The 1 000 W motor with
a 6-year warranty and continuous speed control powers the main stainlesssteel attachment for easy blending of various foods.
Six titanium-coated blades ensure perfect and healthy results with all nutritional value preserved,
regardless of whether you are blending soups, creams, baby food or smoothies. Accessories
include a mixing beaker with a lid, a chopper, a whisk and a wall mounted holder for easy
storage. Perfect for all foods like creams, baby foods, quick smoothies or thick soups and batters.

FEATURES
• 1 000 W super-powerful and quiet DC motor with a 6-year warranty
• Stainless-steel, blending attachment with six
titanium coated blades
500 ML CHOPPER
• Continuous speed control
with turbo button
• 25 speeds

ACCESSORIES

SIX TITANIUM-COATED
BLADES WITH ICE
CRUSH

STAINLESS-STEEL
WHISK

700 ML BEAKER
WITH LID
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Stick Blender

SHB 4379BK
SHB 4378WH

SHB 4379BK

Four stainless-steel blades and two speeds
will process any food you wish, ice crushing
included!
Its extra quiet DC motor has a strong power input of
800W to make your kitchen life easy and convenient.
Its stainless-steel attachment can blend hot meals
and its practical 700 ml beaker with lid is ready to
take a good load.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

2 speeds - standard and TURBO speed
4 stainless-steel blades with ice crushing function
Extra quiet DC motor
Ergonomically shaped handle
Power input 800W

ACCESSORIES
700 ML BEAKER WITH LID, STAINLESS-STEEL
ATTACHMENT, BEAKER, CHOPPER

Stick Blender

SHB 4358WH
SHB 4358WH

SHB 4359BK

With its 800 W powerful and quiet
motor, four titanium-coated blades
and Ice Crush function, this hand-held
blender will please not only cooks, but
also fans of refreshing cocktails or cold
alcohol-free beverages.
The titanium coating also helps preserve
valuable nutrients in fruit and vegetables
during blending as it does not react with them.
This model is also perfect for the preparation
of baby food and puree.

FEATURES
• 800 W motor, 2 speeds (regular
and turbo)
• Titanium-coated 4-blade system
with Ice Crush
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Stick Blender

SHB 4260WH

A simple and compact hand-held blender
that is ideal for tasks like preparing baby food,
thick soups, fresh dairy or chickpea spreads
(hummus).
With its 600 W input power,
two speeds and accessories
including a beaker with a
lid, a chopper and a whisk,
you can also handle quick
batters, whipped cream
or egg whites.

FEATURES
• 600 W motor, 2 speeds
(regular and turbo)
• Dual, stainless-steel blades

ACCESSORIES

Stick Blender

SHB 4211WH

Searching for a sleek stick blender which is
strong enough to process vegetables as well
as preparing baby food?
Well search no more, the SHB
4211 WH is the perfect fit! Its
stainless-steel blades powered by
two speeds - standard & turbo will deliver perfect results. Comes
with a 700 ml beaker.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

2 speeds - standard & TURBO speed
2 stainless steel blades
Power input 600W
700 ml beaker with lid
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SMALL

VERSATILE,
PRACTICAL

HAND MIXERS

Hand mixers are absolutely ideal for whipping cream, beating
egg whites, making fluffy creams or smooth mashed potatoes.
Those from SENCOR come with several different beaters that
can process anything a recipe requires, and when a beater
is replaced by a kneading hook, the mixer can get to work
preparing dough.
Five speed levels are a great advantage too. With a slow start and
continuously increasing speed, you can be sure that ingredients will not
splash out of the bowl or curdle. If you want to get the maximum out of
your hand mixer, simply press the turbo pulse button. There is no need
to worry about overheating with the heat fuse in charge. Cleaning is as
easy as it gets, simply release the beaters into a dishwasher.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
HAND MIXER
• 5 speed levels and turbo feature
• Quiet and simple operation
• Safe to use, overheating
protection
• Set of accessories
• Ergonomic modern design

HAND MIXERS

Hand Mixer with a Rotating Bowl

SHM 6206SS

No more tired arms when mixing big
batches of ingredients! The SHM 6206SS,
a hand mixer with rotating bowl, has five
speed levels that are ready for any type of
recipe.
Impressing your family with a delicious cake
has never been easier! But this mixer has more
to offer: its chromed accessories will prepare
whipped cream, creams, mashed potatoes,
spreads, egg whites and yolks. Enjoy your baking,
cooking, and dining!

FEATURES
• Five speeds for any type of recipe
• Set of 2 pcs of chromed kneading hooks
• Button for comfortable release and removal
of the attachments
• Quiet operation and ergonomic design
• Thermal fuse against overheating
• Power input 500 W
• Stainless steel rotating bowl with 2.5 l volume

Hand Mixer

SHM 5330

This stylish and ergonomic hand mixer with a metallic finish goes back to
the basics. The included beaters are perfect for whipping eggs, cream or
spreads, while the kneading hooks are ideal for small batches of dough.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

500 W power input, 5 speed levels + turbo
2 types of attachments: beaters and dough hooks
Easy cleaning of attachments in a dishwasher
Quiet operation, easy release button
Rotating bowl, tilt-out arm

CONVENIENT
TILT-OUT ARM

VARIABLE SETS OF BEATER
AND DOUGH HOOKS
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Hand Mixer

SHM 5207SS

Become the master chef of your own kitchen! With the SHM
5207SS in your hands, it’s a matter of seconds to prepare
delicious whipped creams, smooth creams, mashed potatoes,
or sophisticated spreads.
The two kneading hooks make it simple to prepare all kinds of dough
and please your family with a cake or pastry. There are six different
speed levels suit any recipe. Even the highest performance level – with
the turbo button on - keeps operation quiet, and the ergonomic design
makes it easy to use.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Power input 400 W
6 speed levels for all types of recipes
Turbo button for maximum speed
Button for comfortable release and removal
of the attachments
• Quiet operation and ergonomic design
• Thermal fuse against overheating

ACCESSORIES
• Set of 2 pcs of SS whisks for whipped cream, creams,
mashed potatoes, spreads, egg whites and yolks
• Set of 2 pcs of SS kneading hooks for dough

Hand Mixer

SHM 5270WH

With this hand mixer whipping becomes fun.
With 5 speed levels, including a turbo pulse
level, you will always find the perfect speed for
all types whipping and blending. It is also ideal
for preparing dough. All this in an ergonomic and
stylish design.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Power input 400 W
5 speed levels + turbo
Stick blender attachment for mixing
Sets of beaters and kneading hooks
Quiet operation
Attachment release button

6 SPEED LEVELS
WITH TURBO BUTTON

SET OF TWO KNEADING
HOOKS FOR PERFECT DOUGH

HAND MIXERS

Hand Mixer

SHM 5206WH

This hand mixer is handy, convenient and stylish. It has
5 speed levels and a turbo button for maximum speed
for perfect performance. It also includes a set of blenders
for whipping cream, mashed potatoes, spreads, egg
whites and yolks. It’s also ideal for preparing dough.
Attachments come in handy storage box.

FEATURES
• Power input 500 W
• 5 speed levels + turbo
• Set of beaters, kneading hooks
and balloon whisks for whipping
• Thermal fuse to prevent overheating
• Quiet operation
• Attachment release button

Hand mixer

SHM 5205

This light hand mixer works great, is easy
to use and stylish. It has 5 speed levels
and a turbo button for maximum speed.
Included is a set of beaters for kneading
dough and whipping up perfect mashed
potatoes and spreads.

FEATURES
• Power input 500 W
• 5 speed levels + turbo
• Set of beaters and kneading
hooks
• Quiet operation
• Attachment release button
• Thermal fuse to prevent
overheating

Hand Mixer

SHM 5203

This hand mixer makes mixing fun. With 5 speed levels,
including turbo pulse level, you will always find the perfect
speed for any type of whipping or blending. It is also ideal for
preparing dough. All this in an ergonomic and stylish design.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 400 W
5 speed levels + turbo
Set of beaters and kneading hooks
Quiet operation
Attachment release button
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ANY MEAT MINCED

IN A MINUTE

MEAT GRINDERS

Do you like meat? Are you fond of barbecue? Then your
‚household should not miss out on a powerful SENCOR meat
grinder! Mincing various kinds of meat – pork, beef, chicken,
lamb, mutton or venison – easily and fast, it instantly
upgrades your patty, meat loaf, burger or ragout. This is the
only way to be absolutely certain about the quality of the
meat used since you can never be sure with store-bought
minced meat.
The SENCOR meat grinder can process up to 1.65 kg of meat per
minute, using its three mincing discs made of durable steel to deliver
meat minced exactly as you wish - coarse, medium or fine. Moreover,
thanks to special attachments it can fill your homemade white pudding
or sausages, make breadcrumbs, or even squeeze the juice out of soft
fruit and vegetables.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
MEAT GRINDER
• Powerful motor with reverse mode
• Durable steel mincing blade and
3 different discs
• Attachments for more functions
(fruit and vegetable juicing,
sausage filling)
• Wide range of accessories
• Easy use and timeless design

MEAT GRINDERS

Meat Grinder with accessories

SMG 4382

Minced meat has a wide range of uses in the kitchen. With
this meat grinder all types of meat will be prepared for making
perfect burgers, meat balls or meat loaf easily and in a minute
with no hard work or mess in your kitchen.
SENCOR uses only high-quality materials and parts like stainless-steel
blades, solid aluminium alloy and a durable powerful motor. There are
also additional functions thanks to accessories for juicing soft fruits like
berries and citruses, producing smoked foods like sausages, grating
vegetables or making breadcrumbs.

FEATURES
• 1 500 W powerful motor and durable steel mincing blades and disks
• 1.65 kg/min meat mincing capacity, reverse operation for easy cleaning
• Attachments for juicing
(berries, citruses, soft vegetables),
sausage stuffing and grating
• Three mincing discs coarse/oval
and round 7.4 + 4.2 mm
• Storage space for mincing discs
and power cord

ACCESSORIES
VARIABILITY QUICK AND EASY MINCING OF VARIOUS
TYPES OF MEAT
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Meat Grinder

SMG 4381

With this meat grinder all types of
meat will be prepared for making
perfect burgers, meat balls or meat
loaf easily and in a minute with no
hard work or mess in your kitchen.
SENCOR uses only high-quality
materials and parts like stainless-steel
blades and a durable powerful motor.
There are also additional functions
thanks to accessories for making
healthy fresh juice and producing
sausages from different types of meat
and spices.

FEATURES
• 1 500 W powerful motor durable steel
mincing blades and disks
• 1.65 kg/min meat mincing capacity, reverse
operation for easy cleaning
• Attachments for juicing (berries, citruses,
soft vegetables) and sausage stuffing
• Three mincing discs coarse/oval and round 7.4 + 4.2 mm
• Storage space for mincing discs and power cord

ACCESSORIES
Meat Grinder

SMG 4200WH

When it comes to quick and easy mincing of
various types of meat, the SMG 4200WH is
extremely helpful. Its mincing blade and disc
with oval-shaped openings are made from
durable steel and can process up to 30 kilos
of meat per hour.
With the set of accessories attached, you can also
use the grinder for grating vegetables, fruit or making
breadcrumbs.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Quick and easy mincing of all kinds of meat
Mincing blade and disc made from durable steel
Anti-slip feet
Capacity 30 kg of meat per hour powered by
500 W motor
• Accessories for grating vegetables, fruit and
making breadcrumbs
38
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PERFECTION IN

EVERY SLICE
FOOD SLICERS
Not only large families, but even households that often
prepare snacks for many guests and small businesses will
appreciate our food slicers. Their main advantage is fast
preparation of food together with a perfect slice, since only
a slicer can deliver the identical slices that would be nearly
impossible to achieve with even the sharpest knife. The
device can handle bread, cheese or salami, simply anything
you need to have sliced fast.
As you would expect, the SENCOR slicer has a high-quality metal
design, with removable stainless-steel cutting disc and food carriage
and stoppers in both directions. Thanks to a practical adjustment dial,
the slice width can be set from 1 to 15 mm. The food pusher with grip
pins prevents food from slipping back, but it can be easily removed
when for example slicing a large loaf of bread. Removable parts ensure
easy cleaning and washing.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
FOOD SLICER
• Quality metal and stainless steel
materials
• Easy and safe to use
• Practical design for easy cleaning
• Simple function setting to slice any
kind of food

FOOD SLICERS

Food Slicer

SFS 4050SS

The angled food carriage with a smooth sliding rail, which stops
in both directions, is one of the top features of this SENCOR
slicer as it makes its use much easier and safer.
The food pusher can be removed for slicing larger pieces of food and the
cutting disc is also easily removed for simple cleaning and washing. Finally,
a large 190 mm cutting disc enables the slicing of a wide range of foods.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Removable 190 mm cutting disc, 150W motor
Fast disassembly for easy cleaning and washing
Easy slicing with adjustment dial (1–15 mm)
Integrated thumb guard, anti-slip feet
Food carriage with guiding rail and stops

Food Slicer

SFS 3050SL

Make your kitchen life easier with the SFS 3050SL electric food
slicer! Its removable stainless steel cutting disc (diameter 170 mm)
and variable cutting width adjustment dial (1-23 mm) will be a big
help when it comes to any slicing.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Removable stainless steel cutting disc (diameter 170 mm)
Variable cutting width adjustment dial (1-23 mm)
Removable food carriage with stoppers in both directions
Food pusher with grip pins to prevent food from slipping
while slicing
• Rated input 100 W, 220-240 V

Food Slicer

SFS 1000WH
SFS 1000WH

SFS 1001GR

Practical and compact for easy storage with
a folding base plate, yet powerful thanks to the
stainless-steel cutting disc of 170 mm in diameter.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removable 170 mm cutting disc, 100 W motor
Fast disassembly for easy cleaning and washing
Easy slicing with adjustment dial (1–15 mm)
Integrated thumb and finger guard, anti-slip feet
Child safety mechanism preventing accidental starting
Food carriage with stops
Compact size (339 x 109 x 206 with folded base plate), 1.98 kg
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PERFECT

TO AN OUNCE OR

A GRAM

KITCHEN SCALES

Do you remember kitchen scales as seen in old movies? Two copper pans beside one another,
one for the item to be weighed and the other for the little weights to be counted. Only when the
pegs met in the middle, could the weight be measured. Luckily, those days are gone. Modern
kitchen scales from SENCOR occupy only as much space as a magazine. They are super thin,
with the thinnest being only 14 mm thick.
With a surface made of three-millimetres of hardened safety glass, they
are not easy to break. The extra-large LCD display instantly shows how
many grams or kilograms the load weighs. If you would like to test it, use
a pepper seed and the scale will not hesitate at all. It is sensitive enough
to measure even a single gram. On the other hand, it can also handle
a bag of flour as its maximum capacity is up to 10 kilograms. If you
happen to put a bit more on, the display starts blinking in warning.
Naturally, SENCOR scales have a tare function, which zeros out the
weight of a container. Selection of unit type is another brilliant feature
- not only can you weigh in pounds if you happen to have a British
recipe, but the scales also measure the volume of water or milk. Isn’t that
impressive?
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
KITCHEN SCALE
•
•
•
•
•
•

High-quality hardened safety glass
Extra-large LCD display
High weighing accuracy
Unit selection
Easy to use
Ultra-slim modern design

KITCHEN SCALES

Kitchen Scale Strongman

SKS 7300

It‘s no surprise they call this kitchen scale the
Strongman thanks to its weighing capacity
of up to 30kg, so whatever you find in your
kitchen can be weighed.
Its LED display features a white backlight
which makes reading it very easy. It‘s
necessary Tare function enables
incremental weighing of ingredients
whilst subtracting the weight of containers.
But there is more to pamper your comfort with its hold
function, which you will find very useful when weighing
a really large pot that prevents you from seeing the
display. Just hold down a button for 3 seconds and
the result will remain on the display even when you
remove the bulky item.

FEATURES
• Weighing capacity up to 30kg / weighing accuracy = 2g.
• Tare function for incrementally weighing additional ingredients
• Hold function for displaying the weight value even after the
weighed item is removed
• Stainless steel surface
• Large LED display with a white backlight
• Touch controls
• Sensors in the feet of the scale
• Automatic shut-off when idle

Kitchen Scale

SKS 5400

This light but durable stainless-steel kitchen scale
has a practical ultra-slim design and automatic
idle shut-off.
For better accuracy it has 4 sensors and
a useful unit selection option. It comes with
two 3V lithium battery so you can start
weighing immediately.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 sensors for higher weighing accuracy
Ultra-slim design (thickness of only 14 mm)
Fingerprint proof coating
Large LCD display (57 x 27 mm) with blue inverse backlight
Maximum capacity of 5 kg
Tare function for weight of containers
Weighing sensitivity of 1 g
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Kitchen Scale

SKS 5036YL
SKS 5030WH
SKS 5033OR
SKS 5046YL

SKS 5031GR
SKS 5034RD
SKS 5037TQ

SKS 5032BL
SKS 5035VT
SKS 5038RS

This kitchen scale with its ultra slim design only 16mm high - features a hardened glass
surface for easy cleaning. It also has a large
55 x 25mm LCD display which allows for
easy reading. Weighing up to 5kg, the scale
uses touch control sensors ensuring long life
operation.
Tare function and incremental weighing functions are a
matter of course. Increased weighing accuracy is delivered
by four sensors giving the scales 1g sensitivity, whilst
the measuring units can be set to g/ml. The scales turn
off when idle for 60 seconds and there’s a wide range of
colours available to suit any kitchen.
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FEATURES
• Ultra slim design, only 16mm high
• Hardened 4mm safety glass surface for
easy cleaning
• Large 55 x 25mm LCD display
• Weighs up to 5kg
• Tare function and Incremental weighing
function
• Touch control sensors for long life operation
without buttons
• Sensitivity 1g and 4 sensors for increased
weighing accuracy
• Option to select measuring units (g/ml)
• Automatic idle shut-off

KITCHEN SCALES

Kitchen Scale

SKS 4030BK/WH

With this practical kitchen scale with a handy
removable 1 litre stainless-steel bowl, you no
longer have to look for a plate, cup or bowl in
which to weigh your ingredients.
It is also hygienic since the bowl can be easily
washed. It can be seamlessly switched to
measure volumes of milk or water, or other units of
measurement like pounds and ounces.

FEATURES
• Practical design with removable 1-litre
stainless-steel bowl
• Angled large LCD, two large buttons
• Four sensors for increased sensitivity, auto idle
shut-off
• Weighing range up to 5 kg, with 1 g of sensitivity
• Selection of measuring units (g/lb:oz) volume
measurement (ml/fl:oz)
• Empty battery and overload indicator

Kitchen Scale

SKS 30WH

An impressive range of colour finishes make this
scale a perfect design choice for any kitchen.
Moreover, the touch control sensors without
buttons ensure a long life of operation.
A monolithic plastic surface provides easy
and hygienic maintenance, while the large
backlit LCD display makes reading very
easy. Four sensors take care of higher
weighing accuracy.

FEATURES
• Touch control sensors for long life operation
without buttons
• Large 5.3 x 2.3cm backlit LCD display
• Tare function for weight of container
• Monolithic plastic surface for easy and hygienic maintenance
• 4 sensors for higher weighing accuracy
• Incremental weighing function
• Contrasting backlight for good readability
• Weighing range up to 5kg with 1g accuracy
• Automatic shut off when idle for 60 seconds
• Flat battery and overload indicators
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CRISPY TASTY

VITAMINS ALL
YEAR LONG
FOOD DEHYDRATORS

Dehydrating is an ideal way of preserving fruit, mushrooms, herbs and meat. It’s healthy, gentle,
and free of chemicals. Together with vitamins and minerals, food also retains its great taste. Just
choose your ingredient, slice it, place it on a sieve, set the temperature and time, then close the door.
SENCOR food dehydrators do the rest.
So what makes them so wonderful? A wide range of temperatures from
35 °C to 75 °C allows you to dry a great selection of foods. They can
handle not only all kinds of fruit and vegetables, but also mushrooms,
herbs for tea and seasonings, or even meat. You can also use them to
prepare trendy and healthy RAW food.
SENCOR food dehydrators have multiple trays with the most
efficient appliances containing ten sieves, providing the possibility
of dehydrating everything at once. Horizontal Air Flow technology
ensures even heat distribution throughout the entire interior area, drying
all food evenly and at the same time, so trays do not have to be rotated.
As you would expect, the food dehydrators feature clear and intuitive
controls with a temperature regulator and LED display to set the time. If
unsure about the drying temperature to use, icons on the control panel
can help. The automatic shut-off can be set with an electronic timer –
everything is fast, and no extensive button pushing is required.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR FOOD
DEHYDRATOR
• Unique time and temperature
control programme
• Innovative Horizontal Air Flow
technology
• Multi-use appliance and great
capacity
• Intuitive controls and settings
• Safety features
• High-quality materials

FOOD DEHYDRATATORS

Food Dehydrator

SFD 7000BK

This high capacity food dehydrator
has time setting in ten-minute
increments with a quick-setting
mode. Its design of dehydration trays
prevents the formation of moulds and
optimizes air circulation. It’s suitable
for all types of vegetables, fruits,
herbs and seeds, mushrooms and
even meat, fish or pasta. You can dry
not only food, but also decorations,
potpourri and petals.

FEATURES

SETTING MODE TIME SETTING
IN TEN-MINUTE INCREMENTS
WITH QUICK-SETTING MODE

REGULATION
HORIZONTAL AIR FLOW
TECHNOLOGY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal Air Flow technology
10 stainless-steel trays
1 tray for RAW foods
Temperature control 35–75 °C
Power input 800 W
Drying racks dishwashe-safer
Thermal fuse to prevent overheating

Food Dehydrator

SFD 6600BK

This high-capacity food dehydrator has 5 very
practical automatic programmes for jerky, apples,
mushrooms, herbs and spices, and pasta.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 automatic programmes
Horizontal Air Flow technology
12 heat resistant trays
1 tray for RAW foods
Temperature control 35–75 °C
Power input 500 W
Drying racks dishwasher-safe

BACKLIT LED DISPLAY
AND 5 AUTOMATIC
PROGRAMMES
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BLENDERS
For perfectly blended fresh juice, tasty smoothies or
smooth soups, SENCOR has developed blenders that turn
any fruit, vegetable, seed, or even meat and hard nuts into
delicious dishes. Today’s modern households simply can’t
do without blenders. Just imagine how much time a blender
saves and how hard it would be to do all the chopping,
cutting, crushing and squeezing yourself...
With SENCOR blenders of many types, it’s just so very
simple and easy. You can have a super-healthy breakfast or
snack in seconds. Creamy soups to warm you up when you
come home from work take just moments. And even fresh
delicious baby food can be ready in a minute - and we all
know kids don´t like to wait too long for their food.
SENCOR blenders are made of top-quality, safe and
durable materials. The priority is to preserve all the
important vitamins, nutrients and enzymes so you can
enjoy freshly blended ingredients and be sure your food is
prepared with the greatest possible care.
You can use SENCOR blenders every day. There are
plenty of accessories for different functions and it’s easy to
operate and maintain. Modern healthy lifestyles and cuisine
can be easy and fun with SENCOR blenders.
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VITAMINS
& NUTRIENTS

IN EVERY PORTION
VACUUM
BLENDERS
If you have ever made a cocktail in an ordinary blender, you
know you had better drink it right away. In a few hours it just
tastes and looks different. Moreover, expert analysis would tell
you that most of the vitamins and enzymes are simply gone.
What a waste, not only of the time you spent preparing it, but
also of the money for all the ingredients. SENCOR vacuum
blenders solve this problem simply by using a vacuum for
blending. Preparation starts with the removal of all air in the
container, and only after this does blending
commence.

WHY VACUUM
BLENDING?
• More vitamins &
nutrients remain
• More volume & less
foam
• Juice & fibre stay
together
• Much longer storage
time (up to 30 days)
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
VACUUM BLENDER
• Vacuum technology that preserves
healthy vitamins, nutrients and
enzymes for a long time and prevents
oxidation and microorganism growth
• Extra powerful motor
• Containers made of the highly
durable Tritan material
• Easy choice of various programmes
and speeds
• Easy to operate and fast to clean
• Safety features

For perfectly blended fresh juice, tasty smoothies or smooth soups SENCOR
developed blenders that turn any fruit, vegetable, seed, or even meat and
hard nuts into delicious dishes. Today’s modern households simply can’t do
without blenders. Just imagine how much time a blender saves...
With SENCOR blenders of many types, you can have a super-healthy
breakfast or snack in seconds. Creamy soups to warm you up when you
come home from work take just a moment. And fresh delicious baby food can
be ready in a minute.
SENCOR blenders are made of top-quality, safe and durable materials. The
priority is to preserve all the important vitamins, nutrients and enzymes so you
can fully enjoy the freshly blended ingredients.

VACUUM BLENDERS

Vacuum Blender

SBU 7870GG
SBU 7870GG
SBU 7873VT
SBU 7876GD

SBU 78701GR
SBU 7874RD
SBU 7877CH

SBU 5602BL
SBU 7875RS
SBU 7878BK

Perfect blending results can be achieved with a
combination of high-quality materials and top
technology. Vacuum blenders prevent oxidation of fresh
ingredients and thus also the growth of microorganisms
and production of toxins.
Drinks are delicious with a full portion of vitamins, enzymes and
nutrients with a natural flavour and aroma. They are healthy and
good for your body, health and overall physical condition. Extradurable, high-quality titanium blades easily process whole fruits,
hard nuts, vegetables, seeds and other super foods.

FEATURES
• 1 500 W power input
• 7 Programmes (SMOOTHIE, NUTRI BLEND, SMOOTHIE
EXTRA, SAUTE SOUP, ICE CRASH, FLOUR & NUTS,
PULSE/EXTRA)
• 28 000 RPM for fast meal and beverage preparation
• SENCOR® Nutri smart blending technology for perfect
results preset blending programmes
• PULSE for instant blending and ice crushing
• 8 high-quality stainless-steel blades with titanium coating
• Accessories: 1.5 L TRITAN Blender Jug + 2 x 0.7 Storage
Bottle
• Power Cord Length: 1.1 m
• Safety mechanism enabling start only when in correct
position
• Anti-slip feet for extra safety

ACCESSORIES
1.5 L TRITAN (PCTG) BLENDER JUG
2x 0.7 L STORAGE BOTTLE
VACUUM UNIT
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BLENDERS

SPORT LID
Leak Proof
Easy Screw & Wide Mouth
Special Construction for Easy Usage
Oval Carrying Handle

UNIQUE VACUUM UNIT
Variable and Detachable Vacuum Unit
Vacuum for Both: Blending & “TO GO” Bottle
Easy Storage in Back of Blender

TITAN 8-BLADES
Durable Stainless-steel
Blades with Titan Coating

MULTICYCLONE
TECHNOLOGY
Special Construction of
Blades, Jug and Bottle
Technology Ensures Optimal
Blending and Smooth Results

TRITAN SPORTS BOTTLE
0.7l Tritan Bottle
BPA free
TRITAN JUG
Super Durable 1.5l Tritan Jug
BPA free

HIGH TECH IN COMPACT SIZE
Automatically Detects Fitted Accessories
Smart Settings with 6 Programmes
Automatically Adapt Programme to Jug or Bottle

ALL REMOVABLE PARTS
ARE DISHWASHER-SAFE
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TRITAN BOTTLES
FIT IN REFRIDGERATOR DOORS

VACUUM BLENDERS
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BLENDERS

POWER AND

TOP RESULTS

IN EVERY BLEND

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
BLENDERS
In today’s busy world athletes, managers, mothers of small
children and even people with other professions and interests
need to perform at a high level.

However, this requires proper nutrition, which semi-prepared, canned
and fast-food dishes really cannot provide. Toddlers and small children
also need high-quality food to establish the right eating habits. Leave
nothing to be chance and let SENCOR multifunctional blenders
turn fruits, vegetables, seeds, nuts and herbs into super cocktails,
smoothies, snacks, shakes, homemade ice creams, mashes and soups
that meet the most stringent requirements of nutritional specialists.
Moreover, the appliance makes homemade seed and nut flour and is
therefore suitable for people with allergies (gluten e.g.).
Another benefit is the 10-year motor warranty that will assure you that
the SENCOR multifunctional blender can take a lot. It must certainly
be heavy duty to handle the 30 000 rpm used by six high-quality
titanium-coated steel blades to blend ingredients with ease.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
BLENDER

• Extra powerful unique
brushless DC motor with
10-year warranty
• 10 speeds to select from
• Safety mechanism
• Pre-set programmes
• High-quality innovative
materials (2l Tritan container,
BPA free)
• Timeless, practical design

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Multifunctional Blender

SBU 8850NP

WITH NOISE-REDUCTION LID

A fast and powerful helper with seven preset programmes and a PULSE function for
high-speed blending bursts. Its special lid
also reduces the noise level by 20% so you
can blend even when your kids are asleep.

FEATURES
• 33 000 RPM for quick meal and beverage
preparation
• SENCOR® Nutri Smart Blending Technology
for perfect results using pre-set blending
programmes
• 2 000 W power input for perfect liquid
consistency
• PULSE function for maximum speed blending bursts
• Ice Crush function for crushing ice
• 7 pre-set programmes and three speeds for
delicious, energy-boosting fruit and vegetable
beverages
• Durable Tritan container reduces odours
• Six titanium-coated stainless-steel blades
• Made of hygienic BPA-free material

Multifunctional Blender

SBU 7730BK

FEATURES
• 28 000 RPM for fast meal and drink preparation
• 1 800 W power input in six pre-set programmes
• SENCOR® Nutri Smart Blending Technology for perfect results using
pre-set blending programmes
• PULSE function for maximum speed blending bursts
• Six titanium-coated stainless-steel blades
• Eight speeds for perfect blending results
• Durable 2 l Tritan container reduces odours
• Made of hygienic BPA-free material

SIX TITANIUM-COATED
STAINLESS-STEEL BLADES
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BLENDERS

TREAT
YOURSELF

TO ENERGY FROM
`A SMOOTHIE
NUTRI BLENDERS
Only super-blenders should be used for superfoods! SENCOR
nutriblenders will turn not only fruits and vegetables, but
also nuts and all kinds of seeds into a perfect energy
source for your body. The pre-set blending programmes
create a whipped smoothie or healthy drink to provide
you with instant energy, let’s say after doing sports. The
powerful motor with a 10-year warranty and six high-quality
removable stainless-steel blades that spin at 25 000 rpm, is
strong enough to crush ice.
Feel free to mix your drink in a 1.3 litre container or portable bottle, which
is ready to cap and go. Both are made of solid Tritan so there is no need
to worry about breaking them. Moreover, additional closable containers
are available to store your super-cocktails in the refrigerator.
Two other attachments – a slow juicer and a citrus juicer – help you to
squeeze the fresh juices for a dose of vitamins and enzymes that is so
necessary when doing sports.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
NUTRI BLENDER
• Extra powerful motor with
10-year warranty
• SENCOR Nutri Smart Blending
innovative technology
• Removable high-quality steel
blades
• Pre-set programmes
• Safety mechanism
• Accessories for blending and
transporting
• Easy to use and clean

NUTRI BLENDERS

Nutri Blender

SNB 6601RD
SNB 6600BK

SNB 6601RD

With a simple push of a button, this
blender transforms any ingredients
into delicious refreshing smoothies
that provide your body with an instant
energy boost as well as essential
nutrients. The perfect helper for any
age group. Simple operation and
maintenance.

SIX
TITANIUM-COATED
STAINLESS-STEEL
BLADES

FEATURES
TRITAN
CONTAINERS

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 200 W increased power input with 22 000 RPM
Pre-set blending programmes + PULSE function
Extracts the nutrients from seeds, grains, and nuts
2 x 0.8 l and 2 x 1 l, Tritan containers
Six, titanium-coated stainless-steel blades
Made of hygienic BPA-free material
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BLENDERS

Nutri Blender

SNB 4300WH
SNB 4300WH
SNB 4302SS

SNB 4301RD
SNB 4303BK

With a simple push of a button, this blender
transforms any ingredients into delicious
refreshing smoothies that provide your body
with an instant energy boost as well as essential
nutrients.

ACCESSORIES

The perfect helper for any age group. Simple operation
and maintenance.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 000 W increased power input with 20 000 RPM
Pre-set blending programmes + PULSE function
Extracts the nutrients from seeds, grains, and nuts
Two durable 0.8 l and 1.0 l, Tritan containers
Six titanium-coated, stainless-steel blades
Made of hygienic BPA-free material

SIX TITANIUM-COATED
STAINLESS-STEEL
BLADES

TRITAN
CONTAINERS
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NUTRI BLENDERS
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BLENDERS

DELICIOUS,
HEALTHY & FRESH

EVERY TIME

SMOOTHIE BLENDERS
If you are looking for a handy helper to quickly turn
your favourite ingredients into healthy cocktails, try the
automatic SENCOR smoothie maker. It is so practical and
easy to use and unlike stand mixers, it blends directly in
a drinking bottle.

All you have to do is put on the spill-safe lid and take your fresh drink
to work or on a trip. The bottle fits comfortably in your backpack or
purse and thanks to its shape, also into a bottle holder on your bike
or in your car. A convenient handle makes it easy to carry, but even if
dropped it won’t break since it’s made of impact-resistant material.
A practical SENCOR smoothie maker in your office is perfect for
preparing a healthy snack or lunch, just add fruit or vegetables. The
two modes can process not only soft fruits such as raspberries and
strawberries, but even the harder types like pineapple or pears.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR SMOOTHIE
BLENDER
• High-power motor
• High-quality materials (titanium
coated, stainless steel prevents
oxidation, BPA-free Tritan highly durable and safe)
• Two pre-set programmes
• Practical accessories
• Safety features
• Easy to operate and clean

SMOOTHIE BLENDERS

Automatic Smoothie Maker

SBL 7570SS

Two pre-set programs will prepare both light smoothies made from soft fruits
or thicker drinks using harder ingredients such as pineapple and carrot.
The special vacuum lid preserves nutrients and a fresh taste. To ensure you always have
a healthy drink with you, the smoothie maker features two sizes (0,3-l and 0,9 l) of unique
sport bottles. It features six high quality removable stainless steel blades with a titanium
coating to prevent enzyme and vitamin loss and reduce oxidation.

FEATURES
• SOFT program for light cocktails made from
soft fruits and vegetables, 45 seconds
• HARD program for hard fruits and vegetables
such as pineapple and carrot, 60 seconds
• Special vacuum lid to retain nutrients and
fresh taste
• Unique sport bottles (2x 0,3 l & 2x 0,6 l) made
of impact-resistant BPA free TRITAN
• 0,9-litre glass jar blender
• Special coffee and herb grinder
• Six stainless steel blades with titanium coating
to prevent enzyme and vitamin loss and
reduce oxidation
• Suction cups and anti-slip feet for maximum
safety

ACCESSORIES
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BLENDERS

Automatic Smoothie Maker

SBL 7550SS

This automatic smoothie maker will prepare a healthy drink
fast and easily. In just 45 seconds the SOFT program will
process juicy fruit and vegetables.
The HARD program needs only 60 seconds to turn
hard ingredients like carrot or pineapple into a delicious
and beneficial drink. Two 0,6-litre sport bottles made of
impact-resistant BPA free TRITAN are included to take
the drink with you wherever you go.

FEATURES
• SOFT program for lights cocktails made with
soft fruits and vegetables, 45 seconds
• HARD program for hard fruits and vegetables
such as pineapple and carrot, 60 seconds
• Two unique 0,6-litre impact-resistant BPA
free TRITAN sport bottles to take with you
• 0,9-litre glass jar blender
• Six titanium coated stainless steel blades to
prevent enzyme and vitamin loss and reduce
oxidation
• Suction cups and anti-slip feet for maximum
safety

ACCESSORIES
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SMOOTHIE BLENDERS

Smoothie Blender

SBL 7172BL
SBL 7170GG
SBL 7173VT
SBL 7176GD

SBL 7171GR
SBL 77174RD
SBL 7717CH

SBL 7172BL
SBL 7175RS
SBL 7178BK

Whether you like strawberries or pineapple, this convenient appliance
will always make your smoothies just the way you like them.
Both soft and hard fruits and vegetables can be transformed into a delicious
smoothie that can be taken on the go right away!

FEATURES

VACUUM LID

• 800 W power input
• Two pre-set 45/60-second programmes
for soft or hard fruit at the touch of a button
• 60% better blending performance with
a multi-cyclone effect resulting from innovative
bottle and blade construction
• Two exclusive 0.6 l sports bottles made of the advanced material
Tritan, with safety lids
• Six, high-quality removable titanium-coated stainless-steel blades
• Excellent stability thanks to newly-added suction cups on the base
• Made of hygienic BPA-free material
• Pulse switch for efficient blending
• Prevents the loss of enzymes and vitamins
• Reduces nutri smoothie oxidation
• Easy-to-read LED indicator

Smoothie Blender

SBL 2210WH
SBL 2210WH
SBL 2213OR
SBL 2216YL

SBL 2211GR
SBL 2214RD
SBL 2217TQ

SBL 2212BL
SBL 2215VT
SBL 2218RS

The special Solid edition allows you to choose the colour
of your blender. It’s great for preparing both fitness drinks
and fresh fruit beverages.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two removable 0.6 l and 0.3 l containers suitable for travel
The blending container can be used as a travel bottle
500 W power input
Four high-quality, titanium-coated, stainless-steel blades
Made of hygienic, BPA-free material
Fits your car cup holder
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BLENDERS

ALWAYS READY FOR

A VITAMIN
COCKTAIL

TABLE
BLENDERS

Mixing has never been so easy. SENCOR blenders are
practical helpers in every home. They are ideal for preparing
soups, baby food, cocktails or sauces anytime ingredients
need to be blended thoroughly.
Their six removable, stainless-steel blades blend, crush and mix with
unsurpassed power. Neither ice, nor nuts can stop them. Moreover,
the blades have a titanium coating, which prevents the loss of so
essential fruit and vegetable vitamins and enzymes.
Just see how many ingredients its large, 1.5-litre glass jug, can
handle! No need to worry about processing hot sauce bases or soups
either since the container is made of practical thermo glass, which
resists temperatures of up to 100° C. A handy opening in the lid allows
the addition of liquid during operation. So, how about trying a soup?
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
TABLE BLENDER
• High-power motor
• High-quality materials (titanium
coated, stainless-steel
prevents oxidation, BPA-free
Tritan - highly durable and
safe)
• High-quality, thermo glass jug
• Additional functions (Ice Crush
and Nutri Smart Blending)
• Safety features
• Easy to operate and clean
• Very practical design

TABLE BLENDERS

Table Blender

SBL 4371

An ideal blender for making smooth cream soups, freshly mixed baby
food, vegetable sauces, fruit cocktails with crushed ice and other dishes.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removable, high-quality, stainless-steel blades
600 W power input
“Pulse” function for instant blending and crushing of ice cubes
2 speed levels
Illumination around the control dial
Stainless-steel base
Rubber lid for easy jar removal from the mixer base
Small, inner, transparent lid for adding
ingredients while blending
The removable parts are dishwasher-safe
Anti-slip feet
Glass blending jug with 1.5-litre
capacity
Back-lit scale

Table Blender

SBL 3271SS
SBL 3271SS

SBL 3272RD

An ideal blender for making smooth cream soups,
freshly mixed baby food, vegetable sauces, fruit
cocktails and other dishes.

FEATURES
• Removable, high-quality, stainless-steel blades
• 600 W power input
• “Pulse” function for instant blending and
crushing of ice cubes
• 2 speed levels
• Power cord length of 90 cm
• Lid with an opening and feed and dosing tubes
• Small, inner, transparent lid for adding
ingredients while blending
• The removable parts are dishwasher-safe
• Glass blending jug with 0.8-litre capacity
• Anti-slip feet
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JUICERS

Fresh fruit or vegetable juices should be a healthy treat for
you and your family. It should take just a moment to prepare
them with little effort.
Whether using a classic or slow juicer, a powerful table or
smoothie blender, as short a time as possible should pass
between preparation and consumption so that you and
your loved ones get the most valuable nutrients, vitamins
and enzymes. Clean-up afterwards should also take just
a moment with easy and quick cleaning. SENCOR delivers
all of this, in addition to designs, styles and colours that
perfectly suit your home and kitchen.
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JUICERS

SUPER
FRESH TASTE

IN EVERY DRINK

SLOW JUICERS
If you want to drink truly nutritional, thicker juices with
higher fibre content, SENCOR slow juicers are the perfect
choice. These types of juicers masticate ingredients with
rotating wheels and then press them by forcing ingredients
through a fine strainer. Compared to centrifugal juicers,
they achieve much higher yields and are also quieter and
more cost-effective.
Slow juicers allow you to help make juices full of vitamins and
minerals even from herbs, pressed vegetables and sprouted grains.
On the other hand, they are slower and some may have smaller feed
chutes because their motors are not designed for large pieces of fruits
or vegetables, which must be cut into smaller pieces. Their greatest
advantage however, is that slow processing limits the amount of
oxygen entering the juice, i.e. your juice is less oxidized. This means
that it can be stored for up to 24 hours and you can enjoy delicious
and nutritious natural juice you made the day before all day long.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
SLOW JUICER
• Durable and quiet brushless
DC motor
• Sufficient performance for perfect
beverages
• Preserves a maximum of vitamins
and nutrients
• Prevents chemical reactions
• A durable, titanium sieve
• Easy-to-use and maintain
• All components are BPA-free

SLOW JUICERS

Slow Juicer

SSJ 4070SL

Do you want juice that lasts longer and is easy to make?
A great choice! With this slow juicer, you will get the most out
of your favourite ingredients and will save time as well.

FEATURES
EXTRA-WIDE
FEED CHUTE

•
•
•
•
•
•

400 W motor for effective juicing
Extra-wide feed chute makes it easy to add ingredients
Highly effective juicing with automatic pulp separation
Stainless-steel filtration micro-strainer
Tritan juicing container
Made of hygienic, BPA-free material

TRITAN
CONTAINER

STAINLESS-STEEL
MICRO-STRAINER

LOW 60 RPM TO
PRESERVE ALL
VITAMINS AND
ENZYMES

EFFECTIVE JUICING WITH
AUTOMATIC PULP
SEPARATION
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JUICERS

Slow Juicer

SSJ 4050NP

A juicer without an equal in its class. All of the parts
that come into contact with food are BPA-free.

STAINLESS-STEEL
MICRO-STRAINER

FEATURES
• Sturdy 400 W motor
• Low 60 RPM speed to preserve
vitamins and enzymes
• Titanium-coated stainless-steel
filtration micro-strainer
• Automatic pulp separation
• 0.8 l pulp container
• 0.8 l juice container
• Auto shut-off function activated
when lid is removed or motor
overheats
• Made of hygienic BPA-free
material

Slow Juicer

SSJ 4042RD
SSJ 4042RD

SSJ 4042BK

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presses fruits and vegetables instead of grinding, producing much higher yields
More antioxidants, better flavour and greater freshness
Juice contains minimal foam
Sturdy 400 W motor for continuous 15-minute juice extraction
Low 60 RPM to preserve vitamins and enzymes
Automatic pulp separation
0.8 l pulp container
0.8 l juice container
Stainless-steel, filtration micro-strainer

STAINLESS-STEEL
MICRO-STRAINER

0.8 L CONTAINER
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0.8 L
CONTAINER

SLOW JUICERS
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JUICERS

FRESH AND
FLAVOURFUL JUICE
FOR ALL
CENTRIFUGAL

JUICERS

Lovers of fruit and vegetable juices with pulp swear by
centrifugal juicers from SENCOR. How do they work? The
rotating disc cuts the ingredients and centrifugal force pushes
it through the sieve. All this results in thick juice rich in both
taste and aroma.
The wide feeding tube represents a great advantage too, allowing
a whole apple go through without the need to cut it into pieces. Pulp is
automatically separated. Moreover, SENCOR centrifugal juicers work very
quickly so serving juice to an eager bunch is just a matter of seconds.
Thanks to its digital LCD display, the device can be operated intuitively,
while its five speeds ensure optimal juicing. An efficient motor with an
impressive 1200 W of power will only start if the SENCOR juicer is
assembled correctly so there’s no need to worry about unprocessed apples
flying all over the place. The juicer automatically turns off when the lid is
removed or the motor becomes overheated. The stainless-steel design
makes maintenance easy. So do you feel like orange or apple juice?
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
CENTRIFUGAL
JUICER
• High power motor
• High-quality materials (stainless
steel, BPA-free)
• 5 speeds for optimal juicing
• Simple digital LED display
• Easy and safe to use and fast to
clean
• Timeless design with extra-wide
feeding tube

CENTRIFUGAL

Centrifugal Juicer

SJE 5050SS
SENCOR’s most powerful centrifugal juicer
from the Nutriline series.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ANTI-DRIP

Extra-wide 75 mm feed chute for easy feeding
The Anti-Drip system prevents juice from dripping
Transparent lid to aid in monitoring the juicing process
Titanium-coated stainless-steel filtration micro-strainer
2 l pulp container
1 l juice container
5 speeds for soft and hard fruits / vegetables.
Auto shut-off function activated when lid is removed or
motor overheats

STAINLESS-STEEL
TITANIUM
MICRO-STRAINER
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JUICERS

Centrifugal Juicer

SJE 1055SS

FEATURES
• High-performance 800 W motor
• Stainless-steel design for easy
and hygienic maintenance
• Extra-wide, 75-mm feed chute
for easy feeding
• Stainless-steel, filtration microstrainer
• Auto shut-off function activated
when lid is removed or motor
overheats
• Two juicing speeds
• 1.6 l pulp container
• 0.75 l juice container
• Automatic pulp separation

Centrifugal Juicer

SJE 741SS

A very handy juicer that delivers perfect results
with a modern, compact and space-saving
design. It’s easy to fill and your fresh juice is
ready in a minute.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Very efficient 400 W motor
Stainless-steel, filtration micro-strainer
Wide feed tube of 65 mm for easy filling
2 speeds
Automatic pulp separation
Juice jug with froth separation
Triple-protection, automatic shut-off if the lid is
removed or the motor overheats

CENTRIFUGAL
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JUICERS

THE MOST POPULAR
AND SUPER FRESH
CITRUS JUICERS

The most popular of all the fresh fruit juices is definitely
real homemade orange juice! It’s the perfect refreshment
at any time of day and with SENCOR citrus juicers it´s
easy to make it right at home. It’s also nice to improve it
for a change by adding grapefruit or other citrus fruits.

Tea lovers will appreciate fresh lemon juice, while homemade
lemonade is a classic refreshment at every party. Fresh juice is
great for breakfast since a large amount of vitamins and enzymes
will certainly help start up and brighten your day. It’s also one
of the most liked natural sources of essential substances for
busy and active people. There are, however even more uses in
the kitchen since many recipes require lemon or orange juice as
an ingredient to achieve the right taste. SENCOR offers perfect
solutions for households large and small, or even small offices.
Our citrus juicers are compact and cleverly designed to easily get
the most out of citruses right into your healthy drink, as well as
easy to maintain and clean.
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WHY CHOOSE
A SENCOR
CITRUS JUICER
• Durable reliable motor (some
with a 10-year warranty!)
• Quiet operation
• High-quality materials for top
results
• Variable use
• Technology that prevents
dripping
• Easy to use, clean and maintain

CITRUS

Citrus Juicer

SCJ 6053RD
SCJ 6050SS

SCJ 6053RD

This beautiful juicer has a wonderfully designed
outer body made of high-quality stainless-steel.
For maximum extraction of all kinds of citruses into fresh
healthy drinks, it runs in both directions and you can
switch the two sizes of cones for either small fruit, such
as limes or lemons, or bigger ones like oranges. There is
also filtration strainer for catching pulp and seeds.

FEATURES
• Power input 60 W
• Suitable for all citruses, two sizes
of juicing cones
• Stainless-steel outer body
• Automatic turn on / off when
pressing down on the cone
• Runs in both directions for maximum
juice extraction
• Filtration strainer for catching
fruit pulp and seeds
• Accessories: protective dust cover
PROTECTIVE COVER

Citrus Juicer

SCJ 1051GR

The perfect citrus juicer for a small kitchen
available in a fresh modern design.
It’s just so easy to prepare a fresh drink by simply
pressing down on the cone, which comes in two sizes
for maximum juice extraction from small or larger
fruits. The filtration strainer prevents any fruit pulp or
seeds from getting into your fresh healthy drink.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power input 40 W
Suitable for all citruses, two juicing cone sizes
Automatic turn on / off when pressing the cone
Runs in both directions for maximum juice extraction
Filtration strainer for catching fruit pulp and seeds
Accessories: protective dust cover
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL
STAND MIXERS
MODEL

STM 7900

STM 787x

STM 637x

STM 635x

STM 446x

1 500 W

1 000 W

1 000 W

1 000 W

1 000 W

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Preset programmes

-

-

-

-

-

Number of speeds

8

8

8

8

10

Number of hubs

3

3

3

3

4

LED blending bowl light

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

Bowl volume

6l

4.5 l + 3 l

4.5 l

4.5 l

4.5 l

1

2

1

1

1

Colour
Power Input
Pulse function

Number of bowls
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FOOD PREPARATION 2021

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
STAND MIXERS
MODEL

STM 378x

STM 376x

STM 375x

STM 3700WH

1 200 W

1 000 W

1 000 W

1 000 W

yes

yes

yes

yes

Preset programmes

2

2

2

-

Number of speeds

6

6

6

10

Number of hubs

3

3

3

3

LED blending bowl light

yes

yes

yes

-

Bowl volume

5l

4.5 l

4l

5.5 l

1

1

1

1

Colour
Power Input
Pulse function

Number of bowls

STAND MIXERS
MODEL

STM 3730SL

STM 3620WH

1 000 W

600 W

yes

yes

Number of speeds

6

6

Number of hubs

2

2

LED blending bowl light

yes

-

Bowl volume

4l

4l

1

1

Colour
Power Input
Pulse function

Number of bowls
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STICK
BLENDERS
SHB 5501CH

SHB 560x

SHB 446x

SHB 4378WH
SHB 4379BK

1 200 W

1 200 W

1 000 W

800 W

Continuously variable speed
control

yes

yes

yes

-

Number of speeds

20

20

25

2

Active speed button

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

-

yes

yes

1.2 m

1.2 m

1.2 m

1.2 m

yes

yes

yes

yes

Stainless-steel blades

Titanium
coating

Titanium
coating

yes

yes

Beaker volume

800 ml

800 ml

800 ml

700 ml

500 ml
& 1 200 ml

500 ml

500 ml

500 ml

yes

yes

yes

yes

MODEL
Colour
Power input

Turbo button
Length of power cord
Ergonomically shaped handle

Chopper volume
Stainless-steel whisk
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FOOD PREPARATION 2021

STICK
BLENDERS
SHB 4358WH
SHB 4359BK

SHB 4260WH

SHB 4211WH

800 W

600 W

600 W

Continuously variable speed control

-

-

-

Number of speeds

2

2

2

Active speed button

yes

yes

yes

Turbo button

yes

-

yes

1.2 m

1.2 m

1.2 m

yes

yes

yes

Stainless-steel blades

Titanium
coating

-

yes

Beaker volume

700 ml

700 ml

700 ml

Chopper volume

-

500 ml

-

Stainless-steel whisk

-

yes

-

MODEL
Colour
Power input

Length of power cord
Ergonomically shaped handle
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HAND
MIXERS
MODEL

SHM 6206SS

SHM 5330

SHM 5207SS

500 W

500 W

400 W

5

5

6

Turbo button

yes

yes

yes

Beater whisks

yes

yes

yes

Kneading whisks

yes

yes

yes

-

-

yes

Whipping container

yes

yes

-

Attachment release button

yes

yes

yes

1.2 m

1.2 m

1.2 m

SHM 5270WH

SHM 5206WH

SHM 5205

SHM 5203

400 W

500 W

500 W

400 W

5

5

5

5

Turbo button

yes

yes

yes

yes

Beater whisks

yes

yes

yes

yes

Kneading whisks

yes

yes

yes

yes

Stick blender attachment

yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

1.2 m

1.2 m

1.2 m

1.2 m

Colour
Power Input
Number of speeds

Stick blender attachment

Power cord length

HAND
MIXERS
MODEL
Colour
Power Input
Number of speeds

Whipping container
Attachment release button
Power cord length
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FOOD PREPARATION 2021

MEAT
GRINDERS
MODEL

SMG 4382

SMG 4381

SMG 4200WH

1 500 W

1 500 W

500 W

1.65 kg

1.65 kg

0.5 kg

3 grinding discs

yes

yes

-

Attachment for juicing

yes

yes

yes

Attachment for grating vegetables

yes

-

yes

Attachment for making bread crumbs

yes

-

yes

Attachment for sausage preparation

yes

yes

-

SFS 4050SS

SFS 3050SL

SFS 100x

150 W

100 W

100 W

stainless steel

plastic

plastic

Cable storage

yes

yes

yes

Finger guard

yes

yes

yes

Safety switch

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

Cutting width

1–15 mm

0–23 mm

1–15 mm

Colour
Power input
Capacity (kg meat/min.)

FOOD
SLICERS
MODEL
Colour
Power input
Material
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KITCHEN SCALES
MODEL

SKS 7300

SKS 5400

Colour
Capacity

SKS 4030BK/WH

SKS30x
`

`
30 kg

5 kg

5 kg

5 kg

5 kg

2g

1g

1g

1g

1g

g/kg/oz/lb:oz

g/ml

g/ml/lb:oz/fl.oz

g / lb:oz

g/ml/lb:oz/fl.oz

-

14 mm

16 mm

-

-

stainless steel

stainless steel

glass

stainless steel

plastic

72 x 35 mm

57 x 27 mm

55 x 25 mm

40 x 18 mm

53 x 23 mm

-

-

-

-

-

Tare function

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Overloading indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Weak battery indicator

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sensitivity
Options of measuring units
Ultra slim design (height)
Surface
LCD display
Displays calories, sodium, protein, fat,
carbohydrates

4 sensors for increased weighing
accuracy
Automatic idle shut-off
Option to measure the volume of liquids
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FOOD
DEHYDRATATOR
MODEL

SFD 7000BK

SFD 6600BK

800 W

500 W

Number of sieves

10

12

Auto Off

-

yes

Thermal safety

yes

yes

Temperature control

yes

yes

Led display

yes

yes

Horizontal Air Flow Technology

yes

yes

Colour
Power input
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL
BLENDERS

VACUUM
BLENDERS
MODEL

SBU 787x

86

SBU 8850NP

SBU7730BK

2 000 W

1 800 W

Colour

Colour
Power input

MODEL

1 500 W

Power input

Number of speeds

-

Number of speeds

3

8

Pre-set programmes

6

Pre-set programmes

7

6

Container type

Tritan

Container type

Tritan

Tritan

Blade material

Titanium

Blade material

Titanium

Titanium

Container volume

2l

Container volume

2l

2l

PULSE function

yes

PULSE function

yes

yes

LED display

yes

LED display

yes

no

Inner lid for ingredients

yes

Inner lid for ingredients

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

FOOD PREPARATION 2021

NUTRI
BLENDERS
MODEL

SNB 660x

SNB 430x

1 200 W

1 000 W

Pre-set programmes

yes

-

Number of containers

2

2

Tritan

Tritan

Container volume

1 l + 0,8 l

1 l + 0,8 l

Blade material

Titanium

Titanium

6

6

Travel lid

yes

yes

Storage lid

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

Colour
Power input

Container type

Number of blending blades
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SMOOTHIE
BLENDERS
MODEL

SBL 7570SS

SBL 7550SS

SBL 717x

SBL 221x

Power input

800 W

800 W

800 W

500 W

Pulse switch

-

-

yes

-

Number of containers

4

2

2

2

Tritan

Tritan

Tritan

Tritan

2x 0.6 l + 2x 0.3 l

0.6 l + 0.6 l

0.6 l + 0.6 l

0.6 l + 0.3 l

Titanium

Titanium

Titanium

Titanium

Number of blending blades

6

6

6

4

Travel lid

no

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

yes

Grinder for coffee, herbs and spices

yes

no

yes

no

Vacuum blending

yes

no

yes (Manual)

no

Display

yes

yes

yes

no

Colour

Container type
Container volume
Blade material
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TABLE
BLENDERS
SBL 4870WH

SBL 4371

SBL 3271SS
SBL 3272RD

800 W

600 W

600 W

6

2

2

yes

yes

yes

Container type

Thermal Glass

Thermal Glass

Thermal Glass

Blade material

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Containder volume

1.5 l

1.5 l

1.5 l

PULSE function

yes

yes

yes

LED display

yes

no

no

Inner lid for ingredients

yes

yes

yes

Anti-slip feet

yes

yes

yes

MODEL
Colour
Power input
Unique brushless motor
Number of speeds
Pre-set programmes
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SLOW JUICERS
MODEL

SSJ 4070SL

SSJ 4050NP

SSJ 404x

400 W

400 W

400 W

RPM

60

60

60

Stainless-steel

yes

yes

yes

Extra-wide feed chute

yes

-

-

BPA-free Tritan container

yes

-

-

1

1

1

Pulp collection container

0.8 l

0.8 l

0.8 l

Juice collection container

0.8 l

0.8 l

0.8 l

Automatic pulp separation

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

-

Colour
Power input

Number of filtration micro-strainers

Titanium micro-strainer
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CENTRIFUGAL
JUICERS
MODEL

SJE 5050SS

SJE 1055SS

SJE 741SS

1 200 W

800 W

400 W

5

2

2

ø
75 mm

ø
75 mm

75 mm

LCD display

yes

-

-

Pulp collection container

2l

1.6 l

1.2 l

Juice collection container

1l

0.75 l

-

Automatic pulp separation

yes

yes

yes

Stainless-steel filtration
micro-strainer

yes

yes

yes

Colour
Power input
Number of speeds
Extra-wide feed chute

CITRUS
JUICERS
MODEL

SCJ 6050SS
SCJ 6053RD

SJC 1051GR

60 W

40 W

-

0.7 l

Stainless Steel

Plastic

-

-

yes

yes

Colour

Power input
Juice collection container
Material
DripStop technology
Automatic turn on / off
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